918M COMPACT WHEEL LOADER

WORK MADE EASY

ALL DAY COMFORT

CUSTOMIZE YOUR EXPERIENCE

EFFICIENTLY POWERFUL

CONFIGURED FOR SUCCESS
1. Efficiently Powerful
   • The 115 Hp, Cat C4.4 ACERT™ engine Tier 4 Final/Stage IV technologies are transparent to your operator, and do not require any work interruption or intervention.
   • Built-in fuel savers such as:
     - Auto-Engine Idle Shutdown, which turns the engine off when it's been idling for more than a pre-set amount of time,
     - On-Demand Cooling Fan provides intelligent cooling capability with faster warm-ups, no over cooling in cold climates, and reduced noise levels.
     - Eco Mode, which reduces engine speed while delivering the same power.
   • Highly mobile, the 918M can travel up to 40 km/h (25 mph).

2) Work Made Easy
   • Move more with Caterpillar’s patented quick loading Performance Series buckets that provide up to 10% higher fill factors and 15% quicker loading times
   • Optimized Z-bar linkage provide both parallel lift and high tilt forces allow you to safely handle any load.
   • Programmable in-cab kick-outs are easy to set on the go for tilt and lift. This feature is ideal for applications where the work cycle is repeatable allowing you to quickly return to programmed set points.
   • Multi-function work has never been easier with dedicated pumps, which allows faster, smoother combined movements.
   • Changing work tools is a breeze with an available quick coupler and low-effort, screw to connect fittings.

3) Enjoy All Day Comfort
   • The large spacious cab combined with Caterpillar’s exclusive hydraulic cylinder damping make this the most comfortable seat on your job site.
   • Enjoy whisper quiet sound levels achieved by lowering the max rpm, while still maintaining performance.
   • Features a heated, air-suspension seat for added comfort in cold climates.
   • Easy to use controls allow the operator to activate a number of features without having to take their hand off the joystick for maximum efficiency. The 918M features a low effort, multi-function joystick for lift and tilt functions with integrated Forward/Neutral/Reverse switch, differential lock trigger, continuous implement flow trigger, speed range selector and optional third function auxiliary control all on one joystick.
   • An even smoother ride with optional Ride Control when working unloaded and loaded with excellent material retention.
   • Enhanced all around visibility with the availability of the new rear view camera as well as the optional LED lighting package.

4) Customize Your Experience
   • Meet your application requirements and individual preferences with Caterpillar’s industry first adjustable response settings.
   • Set Directional Shift Response, soft and smooth for material handling applications or sharp for aggressive operation.
   • Optimize hydraulic modulation with Lift/Tilt Response Settings, which allow you to slow down the response when working with forks or large tools, and speed up the response for fine grading at speed and agriculture applications.
   • Reduce tire wear using Rimpull control which enables you to match available tractive power to underfoot conditions.
   • Fine tune ground speed when using work tools such as brooms, snow blowers and brush cutters with Creeper Control.

5) Configured For Success
   • A complete range of optional equipment gives you the versatility to configure the 918M to be successful in your business.
   • Available 3V and 4V hydraulics to provide the ability to run a variety of hydro mechanical work tools.
   • High Flow Option provides both high pressure and high flow to run a variety of hydro-mechanical work tools.
   • A full range of work tools to meet the needs of any application.